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ITC Transmission Project
Witness David Grover testifies, and per the application, and IR responses, the ITC
Midwest project, above-captioned, is a sub-part of MPV 3. MISO “approval,”
modeling, benefits and attributes for this project are based on analysis of “MVP
3.” According to Grover’s testimony, costs for an MVP are recovered primarily
pursuant to Schedule 26-A of the MISO tariff, and the annual revenue
requirement recovered is determined pursuant to the formula rate in Attachment
MM. Annual revenue requirement collected under Schedule 26-A is paid by all
MISO network and point-to-point transmission customers. Minnesota ratepayers’
share is determined by the percent of total MISO energy used in Minnesota,
estimated at 13.3 percent. Grover Direct, p. 8-9. The following requests are
intended to identify the costs of the “Iowa portion” of MVP 3, the total costs for
MVP 3, and to identify costs allocated to Minnesota.
A. Grover testifies regarding “total Project costs.” Direct, p. 9. Does “Project”
as used mean the project applied for in the above-captioned ITC Midwest
MN/IA transmission project?
B. Provide Tariff sheet, or citation with link, for this “Iowa portion” of MVP 3
showing Minnesota allocated percentage of the “Iowa portion.”
C. If the “total Project” costs are limited to the costs of the project applied for in
the above-captioned docket, please provide data as categorized in Application
“Appendix E” MISO Rate Allocation chart for the “Iowa portion,” showing,
e.g., the full cost of the “Iowa portion” of MVP 3, Initial Fixed Charge Rate,
Annual Revenue Requirement and its Allocation and percent in Minnesota

Rates, and total cost and range of the “Iowa portion” of MVP 3 costs
recovered in Minnesota.
D. As above, please provide an “Appendix E” for MVP3, with data as
categorized in the Application’s “Appendix E” MISO Rate Allocation chart
for ITC Midwest (“the project”), showing, e.g., the full cost of MVP 3, Initial
Fixed Charge Rate, Annual Revenue Requirement and its Allocation and
percent in Minnesota Rates, and total cost and range of MVP 3 costs
recovered in Minnesota.

These requests are continuing, and if new or additional information is discovered, please
supplement your responses as soon as possible.
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